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Chapter 1788 Destroyed

At this moment, Su Lanbo looks extremely terrifying.

It was dark, and his face was extremely hideous.

When everyone saw Su Lanbo like this, they were dumbfounded for a while.

“Su Lanbo! You! What wicked way are you practicing!” Su Changsheng shouted
sharply.

Su Lanbo let out a gloomy laugh, “Hohohoho, I, Su Lanbo, have an extraordinary
talent, how can I bear my talent with such a crude martial arts as the Cold Boater!
Naturally, I have to find a new way to carry forward my talent! “
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In Su Lanbo’s knowledge, Hanzhou people have never been expected to practice
martial arts.

And he blamed it on the fact that the martial arts classics of the Hanzhouzhe
were too shallow, and could not be brought to the fore at all.

So, by chance, he practiced other martial arts.

In the past few years, his strength has grown by leaps and bounds, and in his
opinion, he has reached the level of Su Changsheng.
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It’s just that in the past few years, Su Lanbo has not dared to expose it.

After all, he was deeply afraid of the strength of those few hidden elders.

Now, the opportunity has finally come.

Several elders have become waste.
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And he, Su Lanbo, jumped to the top of the crowd!

“Su Lanbo! You dare to deceive your master and destroy your ancestors!” The
people at the scene showed anger.

“Bullying your master and destroying your ancestors? Let me ask you, where are
your ancestors now? Your ancestors don’t want you anymore! It’s me, Su Lanbo,
who is so kind and pity that you are helpless and helpless, so it’s hard to be your
ancestors. Hohohohoho, Interesting.” Su Lanbo sneered again.

“Don’t talk nonsense with him! Stop talking about him!” The people at the scene
couldn’t bear such provocative remarks, and several people rushed up!

And Su Lanbo showed a look of contempt.
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He waved his hand at will!

The black gas was like a poisonous snake, pounced on the people who rushed up.

Those few people were entangled by the black air, and suddenly screamed.

I saw the black qi raging on their bodies, and after a while, their bodies seemed
to be corroded by sulfuric acid, and their bodies were bruised and bruised!

This scene shocked everyone!

It’s totally the work of Yin and Evil!

Su Lanbo has been hiding too deeply in recent years!

It’s not over yet!

Su Lanbo seemed to be intrigued.

Just like a child who tasted the sweetness for the first time, he couldn’t take it
anymore.

He sneered gloomily, and the black qi spread out unscrupulously, attacking the
people of the Cold Boat Race like a fly.

The faces of those people changed greatly!

They didn’t have time to scold Su Lanbo’s insidiousness, and they immediately
dispersed!



However, how could they escape black gas!

In the blink of an eye, the entire territory of the Cold Boat Race was filled with a
faint black air.

Those who were enveloped in black air let out a mournful cry.

And Su Lanbo listened to the cry, as if he heard the sounds of nature, his
expression became more and more happy.

He had fallen into this morbid enjoyment.

“Su Lanbo! You’re going too far! You actually do this to your own people!” Su
Changsheng’s face was extremely ugly, and he was obviously attacked by some
black energy.

And the five Supreme Elders had their faces sinking like water, and they were
stubbornly resisting.

Although they have not been eroded by black air for the time being, it is only a
matter of time to see their faces.

“Hahaha! I just want you to see my true strength. How is it? Are you planning to
surrender to me and rebuild a new Hanzhouer dynasty under my leadership? If
you surrender to me , I can also teach you this kung fu.” Su Lanbo laughed, the
black energy on his body became more intense.

The screams at the scene grew louder.

“If you submit to me, you will crawl under my feet and use it for me, hahahaha!”
Su Lanbo laughed again.

Soon, because someone couldn’t stand the burning pain on their body, they
slowly lowered their bodies and knelt down in front of Su Lanbo.

One has two, and soon the scene is full of kneeling.

“Hahahaha! That’s right! Those who know the current affairs are Junjie!” Su
Lanbo laughed even more wildly.

It was soon discovered that those who surrendered to Su Lanbo were no longer
black.

They get short respite.

As a result, more people knelt down immediately.

“You! You! Are you so willing to be driven by others! You are a disgrace to the
cold boaters!” Su Changsheng broke out in a cold sweat and cursed loudly.



Some people said resentfully: “Patriarch Su, it’s different now! We are the shame
of the cold boaters? I’m afraid you are the shame of the cold boaters!”

In the eyes of the people of the Cold Boat Race, as the patriarchs and elders of
the Guardians of the Cold Boat Race, they do not have the obligation to protect
their people.

Their guardians are the biggest shame.

When Su Changsheng heard this, his heart was sullen, and he spat out a mouthful
of old blood.

As soon as his eyes darkened, he fell to the ground unconsciously.

After a while, there were only a few elders left in front of them who were still
barely supporting.

Even the five elders crawled unwillingly.

“Hahahaha! Are you still struggling for nothing?” Su Lanbo said, a killing intent
gradually appeared in his eyes.

“Su Lanbo, you have to die!” The elders gritted their teeth and cursed angrily.

“Hoho, I can’t die? I think you two have lived too long, why don’t you just sleep in
peace?”

Several Supreme Elders were barely supporting.

Now Su Lanbo is the last straw that breaks the camel’s back.

Several Supreme Elders spit out a mouthful of blood, and the body was instantly
eroded by the black air.

In a short time, they were no longer in human form.

One of the Supreme Elders couldn’t stand the pain, and shouted: “I admit it! I
admit it! I am willing to surrender! Take away this damn black qi!”

However, Su Lanbo said with a stern smile: “Did you recognize it? I’m sorry, I don’t
recognize it. You have missed the time when I was in a good mood. Let’s go on
the road with peace of mind.”

In Su Lanbo’s heart, there is actually a calculation.

Several Supreme Elders have no meaning to stay at all.

They can be regarded as the spiritual pillars of the cold boaters in the past.



Only by uprooting these pillars in front of the cold boaters can completely
destroy the beliefs of the cold boaters.

From now on, only I, Su Lanbo, are the gods they can always trust!

Therefore, these Supreme Elders must die!

Soon, the bodies of the two elders were completely corroded and turned into a
pool of stench of blood and stayed in place.

Seeing this scene, everyone was horrified, and they were even more afraid of Su
Lanbo!

And Su Lanbo laughed loudly, “Hahaha! Those who follow me will prosper! Those
who go against me will die! From now on, I will have the final say in this cold
boat!”

As soon as the voice fell, a more gloomy laughter came from the sky.

“Su Lanbo, did I teach you kung fu just for the sake of killing each other with the
blade? Hohohoho…”
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